Name	
  _______________________________	
  
	
  	
  

Idioms




An idiom is an expression that cannot be understood from the 

meanings of its separate words, but has a meaning of its own. 

In Chapter 8, the book mentions five idioms. Match the underlined idiom
with its correct meaning by circling the correct answer.


1) “I know you must have worked your magic on her.”



used a unique charm
or
concocted a spell



2) “Just make sure everything is short and sweet.”



Brief and pleasant
or
small and tasting good



3) Annabelle and Kaitlyn were cooking with gas as they brainstormed

good ideas together. 



Using oil in a pan to cook
or
having success 



4) Mrs. Mitchell didn’t include the whole class because too many cooks

spoil the soup. 



If too many chefs are making


 If too many try to work on
soup, there will be too much



 something, the results won’t be or



 as good



5) Mrs. Mitchell also said that less is more.



If you have less food
or
fewer or smaller is better

You can’t share 



*BONUS* Write an idiom that you know on the back of this paper.
Then write the real meaning for the idiom.
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Idioms


Name	
  _______________________________	
  
	
  	
  

Unscramble Vocabulary





Match the scrambled vocabulary with the unscrambled

vocabulary word. Then try to scramble your own 

words for a friend to unscramble on new paper.


priority


nlgseibs


randomly


ksnyup


spunky


rsetcdoe


murmer


arlpive


pleaded


rtpryiio


prevail


dedepal


feisty


minryoda


blessing


tfyesi


reserved


rmrumu


escorted


edrvseer
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Vocabulary/Unscramble


Name	
  _______________________________	
  



In Chapter Three, the Drama Class played a Get-To-Know-You 

game. Work with another student and ask each other the 

following questions to find out more about each other. Have fun!


1) What is your favorite color? __________________________________



2) What is your favorite subject in school? _________________________



3) Who is your favorite singing artist? ____________________________



4) What is your favorite song?__________________________________ 



5) What is your favorite activity to do when you are at home? 



________________________________________________________



6) What is your favorite food? __________________________________



7) What is your favorite dessert? ________________________________



8) What is the best vacation you’ve ever had? _______________________



________________________________________________________



9) What is your favorite store? _________________________________



10) What is your favorite book? _________________________________



11) What is the best gift you’ve ever received? ______________________



12) What 3 words describe you most? _____________________________



13) What makes you happiest in life? _____________________________







**Now introduce your partner to another student using the answers from the
questionnaire. 
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Questionnaire


__________________	
  
Dear Veteran,



_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

	
  
	
  


















Sincerely,



______________________________
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Letter Writing


